
Sequencing writing at CTPS

4 core writing purposes

Choose up to four core texts to focus on within a full term. You can determine the length you spend on each text

using guidance from CLPE and FOCUS documents; units tend to take around 3 weeks. Consider your timeline for the

whole term before more detailed planning takes place for each unit.

Choose a variety of text-types, making sure to cover each writing purpose several times across the year. Please use

the next page across the year to record and mark what text types you have completed already. Make choices based

on what best suits your core text. Additional short writing opportunities should also be planned for in responses to

relating to reading of texts and across the wider curriculum.

Please note the following:

● Writing outcomes are also created alongside the wider curriculum in topic books to show knowledge of

writing skills in a broader context

● Complete one published writing piece per half term, recorded in assessment books

● Within a full term, there should be at least one piece of narrative writing

● Within the year complete at least one poetry unit

● Learning intentions should be based on skills

● Use the writing progression document to highlight focused grammar outcomes before the start of each

writing unit

● Oracy should be utilised in all sessions to promote discussions of texts

● Provide children with ample opportunities to collate vocabulary from a wider range of sources that are

linked with the given text
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Grammar:

Ideally at the start of each Literacy lesson you should have

a 15min – 30min grammar focus. This should be

purposeful and linked with the core text. Always refer to

your initial highlighted grammar outcomes for the unit.

Take ideas from the Grammar Jumpstart book to support

planning.

Copies of jumpstart grammar have been provided to all

teachers previously. Please see the Literacy team if you

would like a copy.

Handwriting policy:

The school follows the Nelson handwriting scheme.

Handwriting should be taught at least twice a week for

15mins and children should be expected to use this style

of handwriting in all their work. Teachers should model

this in their own writing as well.

Children are given a pen (awarded with a pen licence) to

use within their writing lessons if they are able to write

legibly and fluently in cursive following the Nelson

handwriting scheme.

Each teacher has access to the online platform.

Spelling:

Spelling should be taught up to three times a week for

10-15mins. Use https://spellingframe.co.uk/ and the

no-nonsense spelling guide to support the planning of

spelling sessions.

Suggested sequence of spelling sessions:

1. Introduce spelling rules and practice application of

rules using games (found in spelling frame

website)

2. Apply spelling rule in discussions and written

sentences

3. Test – use the test to inform future planning of

spelling

To support teacher subject knowledge and further

teaching strategies, photocopies of No-Nonsense Spelling

have been provided to each year group previously and are

available online.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nyOxHfs9cvekLIWS6FjIXKgRseY41NoD6ewsD1PXdkY/edit
https://spellingframe.co.uk/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/133BvOm9qmQaOmeLWLfaXo42XcAGB_8ME


Suggested Lesson Sequence

Step 1 - Reading focus :

Spend as many sessions as needed to immerse the children in the text. Use the text as a vehicle to build on reading

skills of predicting, questioning, visualising, empathising, summarising, inferring, making links and monitoring their

own understanding.

Children produce short written responses based on comprehension and text analysis: look at structural and language

features of writing, including grammar.

Keep the written outcomes in mind in terms of which aspects to focus on for the reading. For example, discuss

characters’ thoughts, speech, action in preparation for writing a diary entry from the perspective of a character.

Step 2 – Identifying features of the text-type:

Analyse an example (or several examples) of the text-type that children will produce with different contexts:

language, grammar and structural features.

All children should analyse the same high quality examples in order to continue developing their language acquisition

for oracy, reading and writing. For children that require support in accessing the text, scaffolding should be provided

through additional tasks and resources such as pre-reading and vocabulary mats.

The vocabulary and features identified will become the toolkit for the children’s independent writing. Explore and

expand vocabulary for the purposes of this specific outcome further for the working wall.
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Step 3 – Planning:

Use a planning template appropriate for the given text type and writing genre. You can find some examples to

support you in the T drive that provides planning skeleton templates by Sue Palmer.

Children outline the content of each paragraph and decide on sentence openers, vocabulary and other language

features identified in the previous steps. This allows children to focus solely on writing cohesively in sentences,

paragraphs and whole text when they come to the drafting stage.

Use “Talk for Writing” to support writers in lower Key Stage 2 and those that need a visual aid. This applies to both

fiction and non-fiction writing.

Step 4 – Modelling the drafting process:

Create an exemplar of the outcome. Use the modelled plan and the toolkit from the working wall and incorporate

vocabulary generated with the class from all the previous steps. Show how to use the plan to form cohesive

sentences and paragraphs. Use “think aloud” to model the process. This process could also include some ‘slow

writing’, shared writing and collaborative writing. Any exemplars displayed on the working wall should be corrected

to show effective use of grammatical elements that have been taught and should be teacher-corrected to

accordingly.
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Note: It may be appropriate for more proficient writers to skip the modelling process and move on to the

independent writing stage – they use the toolkit created in step 2. This will allow them to develop their own writer’s

voice.

Step 5 – Writing (drafting and editing):

This process may take up to 3 sessions, depending on the year group, cohort and outcome. This is not a ‘free write’.

Verbal and/or written feedback is given throughout the process. Children use opportunities for editing and revising

and the teaching staff share successes from children’s work throughout. Editing at all stages includes correcting

spelling and punctuation errors, modifying and elevating the use of language or sentence structures and continuously

checking features from the toolkit.

Step 6 – Final Editing:

Children build on the skill of producing a fully coherent text. Here are some strategies that will be used: teacher

feedback (both verbal and written); children have their work read out to them by a peer or a teacher in order to

identify errors themselves; editing at different tables/stations focusing on different areas of improvement (see

image). Paragraphs may be re-ordered and sentences moved around if required. These sessions should not be used

to redraft pages and pages of work but rather to edit focused points within the writing that need improvement.

However, sentences and paragraphs could be rewritten to clarify changes made if a lot of editing has taken place.

Step 7 – Celebrating / Publishing:

One writing outcome per half term should be written up in “best” to publish. Handwriting and presentation is the

main focus in this process. This work will also be used for monitoring and moderating purposes and should showcase

a range of text types completed.

Children should be encouraged to type up at least one piece of writing throughout the academic year. This is an

opportunity to teach children word processing skills in Word (google docs) or PowerPoint (google slides).
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